
Rules Committee, 

This last primary & general 'election' was the last 'election' I will participate in.  

We need REAL CHANGE not just empty promises! Please support HB2927 

The disenfranchisement of so many would be voters, the FAKE 'ballots' that would never be 

counted, the lack of enough voting places in so many states, to have to watch your candidate 

get shut out, have his votes STOLEN, to watch his unpopular opponent get hundreds of 

'super delegates' was the last straw.  

The general 'election' was another FRAUD because of the electoral 'collage' who against 

what should have been common sense, ignored the worthless 'votes' of we the people & 

SELECTED a man totally unfit for the office.  

BTW, I REFUSED to 'vote' for Hillery, she is another dam warmonger of which we have had 

too dam many! 

We must END the electoral 'collage,' we must END winner takes ALL VOTES, we must END 

'citizens' united, we must get those DAM CORPORATIONS OUT OF THE 'ELECTION' 

PROCESS & remove them from their CONTROL of the 'voting' & vote 'counting' machines & 

remove their secret software that is KNOWN to have SWITCHED OUR VOTES!  

We must get big money out of politics, we must have the so called 'vote' held on a day/days 

set aside for voting so WORKING PEOPLE have a chance to vote without losing time & 

money from their lousy, low paying, job.  

Most of all, we need candidates that will represent the interests of we the working class & the 

country as a whole, not just for profiting the RICH & the military, industrial, congressional 

complex, we cannot prosper through ENDLESS ILLEGAL, IMMORAL WARS! 

We need a real democracy, we need our votes to matter, until then, I'm out of the FAKE 

election process, let the DAM ELECTORAL COLLAGE SELECT OUR DAM RULERS! 

Sheila Chambers  

sheilach2@charter.net  

15594 Oceanview Dr.  

Brookings, Oregon 97415 
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